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From The Grail Council 

Do you remember this familiar Grail song? 

We are going; Heaven knows where we are going, but we know within 
And we’ll get there; Heaven knows how we will get there, but we know we will… 

For many years this song might have been a Grail anthem for financial planning. 
From the discussion over the past weeks on the listserv it seems that maybe 
members are afraid that it still is. We on Council want to address the concerns that 
have been raised and assure you that this is not the basis for our plans and 
decisions.  

We are all engaged in a very important conversation about The Grail, its present 
and its future. This is not a new conversation, but now is a different time. In 2008 
we struggled with how we could move forward in our quest to transform the 
world. Together we decided to adopt a Movement Building Scenario and we 
adopted a Strategic Plan to implement it in 2009.  

Each year since then, Council has been working 
hard to assess how we are doing in following that 
Plan. At the behest of members we sought to 
broaden that assessment, to include members in 
the evaluation. In February 2013, we asked 
member Circles to review the Strategic Plan, to 
identify which of the Goals were most important 
and what work they were doing on them.  In 
September, we asked about the Movement Building 
Scenario: What’s working? What’s not working? 
What’s missing? We provided lots of detailed 
financial and other information in order to give 
members a factual basis for your Circle 
conversations. And you took that information and 
gave us good, insightful, sometimes painful 
responses. 
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2014 Council Members 
 Terri Carter 
 Pam Cobey 
 Ria DeGroot 
 Kate Devlin 
 Mary Farrell 
 Loretta Rokey 
 Maureen Tate 
 Noreen Willhelm 

The information we shared in preparation 
for the February 2014 Circle meetings as 
well as the circle conversations themselves 
have brought to the surface deeper 
questions and challenges about our future. 
Clearly we all are concerned. We are 
grateful for good analyses and serious 
questions that have been raised in this 
process as we prepare for our June General 
Assembly. Even as this process stirs 
emotions and anxieties among us we do this 
work together because of our firm 
commitment and great love. 

Because the recent conversations have concerned our financial situation, especially 
in light of the material circulated in preparation for the February meeting, we want 
to address a few points around which there may be confusion, misunderstanding 
and anxiety. The Council and Finance Team share the concerns of members that 
our budget for operations is not sustainable beyond this year. That being said, the 
Council and the Finance Team, working with staff at the national office and at both 
centers, have been carefully stewarding our resources to implement the plan 
adopted by the members. Although the presentation of the materials in January 
was alarming to many, these realities have been with us for some time and have 
been reported in many different ways. It is helpful that members are grappling 
with the implications of this reality. As is true with any large multi-faceted 
organization, The Grail’s finances are not simple, and are not easily understood in 
absolute, black and white terms. There are many more gray areas that allow for 
flexibility in the short term while we undertake careful planning going forward. 
Among the key points of which members should be aware are these: 

 The Grail is solvent, we own assets of more than $8 million, against 

liabilities we owe that total less than $350,000. 

 Most of our invested funds are not restricted. 

 The question of which funds will be used to cover which deficits is 

receiving careful attention by the individuals elected, appointed and 

hired to do this work. The Grail has means beyond its portfolio – 

existing bank accounts, earned income, contributions – and all of these 

affect how cash flow is managed on a daily and monthly basis. We have 

more than enough liquid assets to cover the budgets for this year.  
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 We are engaged in active planning for the future which will include all 

of the work that members and staff are doing in preparation for the GA, 

will do at the GA and will follow up on after the GA. 

As part of the next step working toward the GA, building on the reports from the 
Circle meetings in February, the Council is proposing a town hall call on April 2; we 
have a Council meeting at Cornwall in April; and Council is asking that Circles plan 
an additional meeting before the GA. The GA Planning Team is working with 
Council and the Grailville Process Coordinating Team to pull together the materials 
and questions for the next round of pre-GA circle meetings and discussions. 

The work on which we must all focus now is to identify who we are, what we 
want to do and how we get there, so it isn’t just Heaven who knows.  

 

The Grail General Assembly Needs You! 
Mark June 5-8 On Your Calendar, But Save The Entire Week 

Carol Skyrm, for the GA Planning Team 

The 2014 General Assembly Planning Team announces our upcoming GA – Facing 

the Present, Fashioning the Future  and enthusiastically requests your 

participation in this key gathering on June 5-8, 2014. 

We will be seeking your answers to essential questions: 

Who are we now? We will have the data from our latest Grail census. Can we see 

and accept our current realities as they truly are, which allows us to make the 

wisest choices?  

What is the future that we want to create?  

o Where does Grailville fit into The Grail of the Future? 

o Where does Cornwall fit into The Grail of the Future? 

o How do people join us and why, in The Grail of the Future?  

o How are Grail members coming together in The Grail of the Future?  

o How are we organized nationally in The Grail of the Future?  

o What are our spending priorities in The Grail of the Future? 

o What can we do immediately by vote of the membership to address the 

current financial situation? 

o How are we relating to the International in The Grail of the Future? 
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PLUS we will enjoy ourselves with the nightly BISTRO, the BEST TALENT SHOW 

ever, and the pleasure of seeing old friends and making new ones. 

We are pleased to share that we have now confirmed the offering of a pre-

assembly session on the topic of “Transformation in Times of Uncertainty.” We 

have been in conversation with Nancy Sylvester, IHM, founder and President of the 

Institute for Communal Contemplation and Dialogue (ICCD). The Institute seeks 

new ways of engaging the impasse that many persons and communities experience 

as they struggle to live out their mission in the midst of shifting worldviews and 

challenging times. They have worked with many women's communities like The 

Grail facing difficult decisions and experiencing transitions and concerns about the 

future.  

Nancy Sylvester will work with us to design the program around The Grail’s needs. 

The intention is to come together from a contemplative place to support the kinds 

of conversations we want and need to have. Since its beginning, ICCD has 

recognized that all the usual ways of addressing such “no way out situations” are 

inadequate. ICCD believes that the only way to address these situations is to bring 

them to the deep inner resources of contemplation. In preparation, we have 

consulted with other communities who have employed this perspective in 

undertaking challenging work and have been impressed by their reports. 

We hope that many GA participants will plan to attend this pre-GA session. The 

more of us who can attend this session, the more effectively we will be able to 

apply contemplative decision-making during the GA. Our time with Nancy 

Sylvester will extend from after lunch on Monday, June 2 through lunch on 

Wednesday, June 4. There will be a fee for participants to help us cover the costs 

of the seminar. Scholarship funds will also be available. More details will follow 

with additional GA announcements and registration materials.  

Stay tuned for more details in next month’s Gumbo and important updates as they 

take shape! 

 

http://www.iccdinstitute.org/
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In Loving Memory: Elise Gorges 
April 20, 1926 – February 27, 2014 

“I remember her as a light, swift breeze” 

Becky & Pat Hill 

Elise and Catherine Leahy were the first folks I met at Grailville. They became mentors, 

friends and co-caretakers of the sacred, the beautiful and the useful at Grailville for Pat 

and myself over the years. We took our lead from them in caring for Grailville’s 

buildings and farm, while Elise worked with Tom Smith’s lease of the Grailville farm 

for more than 25 years. We will share two particular memories of her gifts to us. 

When I became engaged to local dairy farmhand Pat Hill in 1978, Elise understood 

more than most, the confining nature of the dairying life I was soon to embrace. This 

became evident one day when I mentioned to Elise the need to do something really 

wild, while I still had the chance, like…“travel around the world.” Her astounding 

response was simple and immediate: “I’ll go with you.” Purchasing round-the-world 

tickets, she and I began a three-month trip through the San Jose Grail, to Japan, Hong 

Kong, Thailand, Malaysia, India, Nepal, Egypt, Greece, Germany and back to 

Grailville, visiting Grail people, projects and family including Jean Inglis, Ros Kew, 

Margaret Hill Shah, the Akhmim Project and the Mulheim Grail. It was a lifetime ago 

and a treasured time I shared with Elise. 

The blessings of Elise’s good sense, efficiency and practicality were never more evident 

than the day more than 10 years ago when she drove into my driveway with her 

engraved gravestone in the trunk of her car. She asked us to put it down in the Grailville 

cemetery, out of the way somewhere, until it was needed. We flatly refused to put it 

down there before its time, but it has been gracing the daylily garden at our home ever 

since. I carried it out of the mulch this week and carefully cleaned it up so that her 

chosen words could easily be read. Along with her name and birthdate were the words:  

 
  

Joined the Grail 

February 14, 1955 

“Gratitude” 
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A Good Sense of Humor 
While Elise and I were at Grailville 
together those many years I made 
many trips by bus and train to some 
of our other Grail Centers. Elise 
gave me the nickname "sutter-bus". 
When I saw her at Pilgrim Place last 
September she greeted me by 
saying: "Oh, Sutter-bus"! What a 
wonderful memory and sense of 
humor she had! Marie 

Marie Sutter Sinden 
So much can be said about dear Elise 
that I don't know where to begin. We 
both were in the 1951 Year School at 
Grailville and we have shared 
experiences together in more than 40 
years of friendship. Elise was always a 
very good friend and coworker and just 
a "special person." I am saddened to 
know we will see her no longer in this 
life but happy that she is now at peace 
and enjoying everlasting happiness. 
Last fall, I had a wonderful visit with Elise, Audrey Sorrento, and all my Grail 
friends at Pilgrim Place that I treasure very much. Elise and I reminisced about 
our time at Grailville and we shared many stories and had many laughs. Special 
thanks to Audrey and all at Pilgrim Place for the care, concern, and support they 
gave to Elise these past years. So long, dear 
Elise, I will miss you.  

Carol White 

Dublin, Ireland 
During my 17 years at the Tiltenberg, I met a great 
many Zen practitioners and Zen masters. But of all 
the people I ever met anywhere, I think Elise was one 
of those who had the deepest interior silence. It was a 
great privilege to have known her. 

Rose C. Taul 

When I think of one word to describe Elise, 
it is INTEGRITY.  What you saw and what 
you heard from her was the way it was. I 
was a bit intimidated when I first met Elise, 
but the way she loved me overcame it all.  
Such a soul! (She and Audrey still loved me 
after my little dog messed the carpet in their 

new house.) 

Phily van Dijck 

For The Grail in The Netherlands  
We have heard the news of the death of Elise and we 
want to let you know that we are with you in thoughts and 
prayers in these sad days. Elise has been for many years Elise, right, with Marian Ronan at 2007 

California Grail Retreat 
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a great, important and practical support at 
Grailville. It was good that some of us still could 
meet her at the 70-100 meeting at Milford. With 
you, we are grateful for all she has been and given 
to The Grail. May she now enjoy a well-deserved 
rest in the Light and Peace of our Lord. 

Judy Alves 

I sent this last summer when Duanne Welsch 
asked for our prayers for Elise. 
Dear Elise, Few people walk this earth with 
such an abundance of grace that it is visible 
for all to see. You were the quiet grace that 
drew me to The Grail, and helped to set me 
on the journey. Back then you were the quiet 
sentinel that greeted newcomers to 
Grailville. I frequently thought you were as 
sacred as the sanctuary, a personification of 
the Oratory, quiet in tone, reliable as the 
place where strong truths are told, a 
structure of solace for living amid the 
turmoil of the simmering discords of life. You 
set the stage for me to meet Audrey Sorrento and Becky Hill who I sensed had your 
genetic composition somewhere in their being because they were close to you. I 
never knew you in your youth so, forgive me, you always reminded me of the old 
woman of the poem Ruth Gallant so eloquently recited. I will always treasure your 
memory and call upon you in prayer when you leave us. May God bless you with a 
peaceful transition to the choir of angels. 

Elly van Leeuwen 

My condolences for the loss of another dear Grail member. I hope that the last 
period of her life was not too hard on her. For those who stay behind much 
strength by the farewell and by finding their way around without her. 

Carla van Thiel 

My warm condolences with the passing away of Elise Marian. I met Elise at several 
occasions and she always struck me as an inspiring and very responsible person. I am 
very grateful that she was still able to attend the 70-100 meeting, though she was 
really weak. She surely will be missed, mostly by The Grail members who live in Pilgrim 
Place. I join you all in being very thankful for her life; may she now enjoy God's love 
and Peace! 

  

Elise Gorges at the 70-100 gathering in May 
2013. Photo by Beth Wasmer 

mailto:c.vanthiel@tiscali.nl
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Isabel Allegro 

I do remember Elise SO WELL! Every time I went to Grailville, in the 
70's and in the 80's, Elise was there, and I remember her as a light swift 
breeze, taking care of practical things without being noticed, appearing 
as if she did nothing, serious yet with a sweet contained smile. Those 
who knew her better will recall many more faces Elise had in deep self, 
of course. I shall keep her in my memories as a Grailville woman, as a 

full generous woman. I pray with you around Elise. 

Mieneke Hage 

I got to know Elise when I just arrived at Cornwall in December 1999 and she arrived 
for a nucleus meeting. And of course met her many times at Grailville then. She was a 
very special person and I enjoyed her company very much. 

Pearl Drego 

Elise was such a beautiful person. Though I have not seen her for years, I feel her 
loss. She will intercede for us from heaven. 

Barbara J. Coleman 

While I was attending the "years school" at Grailville, Elise once told me I was 
getting too thin and that I should drink more milk. She did not know that I love 
milk. Years later, when I reminded Elise of what she said to me, Elise replied 
...funny... she herself does not like milk. 

Another time when it was my birthday, Elise wished me a happy birthday (April 
18th). Somehow she must have looked it up. That year April 18th was Holy 
Thursday. I was walking by myself, near Grailville's barn, and I witnessed a cow 
giving birth to her newborn which is a memory I cherish. I shared this with Elise 
and she helped me give a name to the newborn. We named the calf the Latin 
word "Plenus" which is defined as full, complete. 

I have other good memories of how Elise was kind and supportive to me.  
Thanks Elise. 

Blessings to you Elise in the fuller dimension of life that you are now living in. 

Mary Ellen Clifford 

I have so many warm memories of Elise. She has meant so much to all of us. I can 
see her in my mind in the kitchen, making the rounds of Grailville, being sure the 
lights are out at night, and a way of being that stays in the heart forever. My heart 
is there with you all at Pilgrim Place and especially with Audrey at this time of 
farewell and loss. 
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Hermine Glaser 

I also was touched by Elise's quiet, but powerful presence at the times I 
have seen her and I hold her in the light and also Audrey and all The 

Grail friends, who loved her. 

I wish I could find the portrait that I took of Elise years ago, which 

expressed to me her special dignity. 

Mary Kay Louchart 
Elise………long time sister and friend.  
Remembering myself being a shy girl in Grailville’s Year School and Elise being a ‘rock’ for 
me. She continued as that rock even when miles and months kept us apart. 
Remembering……bowls of popcorn ‘up on 3rd’ and big brown bags of popcorn every time I 
made a long trip. Mine never is as tender as hers was. 
Remembering….our camping trip in Michigan. We kept saying we’d do it again before we had 
to use our canes. Sorry it didn’t happen. 
Remembering…….many meetings at Grailville where, both being introverts, we’d sit next to 
each other to help each other through. Neither of us are great ‘meeting’ people. 
And.…being so grateful that Elise came to the 70 to 100 gathering last May and we sat 
together at many meals and other times and ‘caught up’ with each other chatting and 
laughing and being happy to be together. You’ll be missed.  

Marian Schwab 

If The Grail were to erect a heroic statue in honor of Elise, she would be seated on a 
tractor instead of a horse.  Of course, a statue wouldn’t work at all – Elise would not 
sit still for it, and the tractor would have to be moving.  My memories of Elise are in 
motion – Elise at Grailville, always running off to do something practical that 
needed doing right away, Elise zooming off on a tractor or headed out the driveway 
in an old car, or Elise stopping for a quick word with Catherine Leahy, her 
comrade-in-arms at keeping Grailville beautiful and preventing it from falling 
apart.   

Her skills at all things practical were amazing, but remembering them doesn’t 
begin to appreciate who Elise was and what she brought to the rest of us in The 
Grail.  The only time I remember Elise sitting still is in the Oratory, where Elise 
could be very still.  Somehow that picture comes closer to honoring the real Elise 
and the gifts she brought to the whole Grail community.   Being around Elise meant 
being loved and challenged at the same time.  Elise belonged to The Grail tribe, and 
she knew what that demanded.  She worked hard and prayed hard, and taught the 
rest of us something profound about community and commitment, clarity of vision, 
and – more than anything  – generosity of spirit.   

Josephine Nakagolo 

May her soul rest in eternal peace. We thank all the Grail women who have 
supported her all through. We shall pray for her and for all our sisters in USA. 
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Joyce Minkler 
When I think of the Elise I have known over almost 50 years, I think of the monastic call to ora et 

labora (work and prayer). Elise was devoted to both practices as ways to touch the deepest truth 

of her life. Constant, stable, present through thick and thin, loving, funny, encouraging and 

grateful. "Valiant woman, who shall find her? She is more precious than any treasure. Her friends 

rise up to praise her." (Proverbs 31) 

Kerstin Jacobsson 

For The Grail in Sweden 

We send our condolences too. We met Elise when she came to our retreat in Sobrado, 
Spain – at the age of 83 travelling all the way from California, changing planes 3-4 
times, losing her luggage, but with full spirit. It was a pleasure to have her, Audrey 
Sorrento and Eva Fleischner with us. 

Kate and Mary Gene Devlin 

Elise…what can one say of her presence? Her attention to another? To 
the question at hand?  This picture, of Elise with Tovis Page taken by 
Beth Wasmer, was on the cover of the 2007 National Meeting Report. 
Sometimes a picture does say more than words. Everyone who knew 
her was blessed.  We carry this with us as we go on.  
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Making the Transition to a New ILT 
Marian Schwab 

Six of us fortunate members of the International Leadership Team (ILT), past and 
present, met in January and February for three weeks at the Grail house in Utrecht, 
hosted warmly by Annemarie and Bert Pappot. Christa Werner from Germany, Cristina 
dos Anjos Conceição from Brazil and Carol Webb from Australia/US (all out-going 
ILT) had come to impart their wisdom and experience while Maria Carlos Ramos from 
Portugal, Zodwa Mabaso from South Africa, and I from the US (all new ILT) were there 
to listen and ask questions before we began meeting on our own. 

 We worked hard, surveying the state of The Grail around the world and all the plans 
in progress. We talked about Teams and resources, and issues of The Grail in various 
regions. We reviewed operations and standard procedures. Hermien van Sloten 
showed us improvements in the international website. We met with Mieneke Hage and 
Mary Omedo and bank representatives. We met with Elly Koenig about UFER and the 
upcoming European meeting. We planned reflection processes, each of us working 
with her own mini-computer. For weeks, we talked and talked; and when we finished 
talking, we sent email messages back and forth around the Grail world.  

An open house with many members of the Dutch Grail was the highlight of our whole 
experience. That rainy day of celebration – the gathering, the prayer, the shared meal, 
Christa Anbeek’s talk, the songs, the blessings, the photos, and most of all, the presence 
of so many Dutch Grail women we have loved and respected for years – that day made 
the new ILT finally feel official. Bravo, bravissimo, Grail in The Netherlands! Thank 
you from all of us. 

  

Above, the new ILT, L to R: Zodwa Mabaso, Maria Carlos Ramos, 
Marian Schwab. At right, rear: Christa Werner, Carol Webb, 
Cristina Dos Anjos Conceição, outgoing ILT. Front row, L to R: Mary 
Omedo, international secretariat, Mieneke Hage, international 
finance officer. 
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 Grail Birthdays: March-April 
Make a call, drop a note or send an email to one of your sisters on her special day. 

MARCH 

2 Rosa De Jesus Contreras 
2 Wendy Bayer 
2 Mary O'Brien 
4 Ruth Vargas 
5 Carolyn Gratton 
6 Mindy Burger 
7 Angele Coyle Smith 
7 Mary Hughes 
7 Claudia Yamasue 
9 Loretta Rokey 
10 Mary Farrell 
16 Patricia St. Onge 
18 Anne Hurley 
18 Judy Alves 

 

20 Maureen Tate 
20 Teresa Carter 
21 Maureen Laflin 
22 Sharon Wood 
24 Ruth Gallant 
24 Rose Mary Clark 
24 Nina Naberhaus 
25 Ann Marie Czyzewski 
26 Lenie Schaareman 
26 Wendy Budzynski 
27 Debora Schak 
27 Ellen Duell 
28 Nancy Cooney 
27 Jeanne Heiberg 
28 Ann Heidkamp 
31 Carol Siemering

APRIL 

3 Una Mae Hargrave 
6 Alice Kelly 
7 Barbara Gibbons 
9 Theresa Dardar 
10 Stephana (Mary Ann) Tikalsky 
15 Ingrid Farnham 
17 Marian Lucas 
18 Donna Ambrogi 
18 Barbara Coleman 
18 Carole Spearin McCauley 
18 Marian Ronan 
22 Bonnie Hendricks 
23 Hermine Glaser 
24 Frances Hebert 
25 Patricia Young

International Nucleus Reflection Week 
Martha Heidkamp 

In the Fall of 2013, I was privileged to be one of about 30 Grail members gathered 
for focused reflection and discussion on the nucleus. We spent a week at a Grail 
Center in the rural village of Golega, Portugal about 85 miles north east of Lisbon 
(Golega -- Gōl’gă with a silent ‘e’). 

I am grateful for the deep sharing and reflection throughout the week. For me it 
was a wonderful balance of contributing and receiving, a time of renewal and 
inspiration on many levels. I have seldom felt as open and ‘available’ to the group 
process as I did during this reflection week as it unfolded. In addition, as the only 
participant from the USA, the week provided an opportunity to ‘try on’ different 
roles in the group than I would have at home. 

An outgrowth of participating in this program is that Maria Carlos Ramos, the 
Nucleus Reference Person (NRP) of the new International Leadership Team (ILT), 
has asked me to be on the International Nucleus Team (INT). Lucy Kimaro, a 
Tanzanian theologian teaching at a university in Nairobi, Kenya, is also on the 
team. Christa Werner, NRP of the prior ILT, serves for continuity. 

The 13 international participants came from 11 countries: Papua New Guinea, 
Australia, Uganda, South Africa, Brazil, USA, Canada, Germany, Italy, The 
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Netherlands and even a Grail friend from Slovakia, with the remainder coming 
from throughout Portugal. We were diverse in ages (mid-30’s to mid-80’s), 
professions, occupations and life choices. The group deliberately included both 
nucleus members and those with other vocations. 

We had a two-fold purpose: 1) for all of us, gathering for reflection and ‘retreat’ 
with two Portuguese members, Ticha Vasconcelos and Joana Fialho, whose 
dedications we celebrated at the end of the week, 2) a small group planning for an 
international consultation in 2014 on the nucleus. I participated in both aspects. 

Our daily sessions included input and discussion. We had presentations on the 
history of the nucleus within The Grail, stages of human development in 
psychological and religious contexts, aspects of community, prayer in various 
forms, and living the evangelical counsels as a way of following Christ. There was 
also a day of sharing our own paths to and in The Grail. 

A long break every afternoon provided an opportunity for the planning group to 
meet. The International Council, at its January 2013 meeting in Brazil, had 
provided some guidelines for a small group to develop an international dialogue 
about the nucleus for 2014. (This has developed into a broader process on 
‘commitment’ within The Grail, including the nucleus.) 

Although the content of our time together was important, so was the setting. The 
front door of the Golega Grail Center opens directly onto a narrow village street. 
The terraces at the back encompass fruit trees (figs, tangerines), grapevines and a 
large garden. Beyond that is the pasture for a small herd of sheep, whose bells we 
often heard as they walked along grazing. The background vista is open farmland.   

Our meeting room looked out to the garden. It also served as prayer room and 
dining room. During the week, we came to know one another in practical ways as 
we arranged and re-arranged chairs, put up and took down tables, set tables and 
washed dishes, decorated the room for different sessions, and took turns preparing 
and leading morning and evening prayer. 
   
The dedication celebrations were community feasts with broad participation by 
Grail members from throughout Portugal, as well as the extended families of Joana 
and Ticha. Both evenings had the same basic format (Mass, dedication, meal, 
presentation of gifts), but the music, food and festivities each reflected the life and 
personality of Ticha or Joana. Both had moments of deep joy and hope for our 
shared future. One unforgettable memory for me is Joana and a guitar group of 
friends singing the gospel song “Oh Happy Day” after she made her dedication. 

After the Mass on All Saints Day, Maria Carlos made an unexpected request: that I 
give the homily the following evening. This was both the Mass during which Joana 
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would make her dedication and the closing Mass of our week together. I hesitated 
briefly, since I had never done that before, then said “Yes.” I agreed on the strength 
of participating over many years in Scripture reflection and faith sharing in The 
Grail and other communities. 

As I prepared, part of the challenge was that the group would be so diverse. Among 
about 75 people at Mass would be the 30 who had been together all week, another 
20 or so Portuguese Grail women who came to celebrate the All Saints Day 
weekend, plus family and friends of Joana, many of whom knew little or nothing of 
The Grail. The majority knew English well enough that they could follow the 
homily without translation.  

The next morning, when Joana and others asked me to share the written text, I 
agreed that I would type it up from my detailed notes. I’ve shared the homily since 
my return with people in my parish and in The Grail, including as the prayer for the 
Cincinnati Grail’s January meeting. It was prepared for the specific group gathered 
in Golega. Yet it can speak more broadly to each of our lives as we live our spiritual 
search in various communities. If you would like to see a copy of the homily, you 
can contact me directly at martha.grail@fuse.net.  

 

Wouldn’t You Like To Have a Week, a Semester, or 

a Summer Course in Costa Rica? 
Joy Garland 

The Earth Charter  
Every educator and environmentalist should know about the Earth Charter and the 
United Nations University for Peace in San Jose, Costa Rica. This January, I returned 
from a one-week intensive course there on “The Earth Charter and Sustainable 
Development,” facilitated by visiting professor Dr. Sam Crowell of the California 
State University, San Bernardino. Sam co-authored the book The Re-Enchantment 
of Learning: A Manual for Teacher Renewal and Classroom Transformation 
published by Corwin Press, and just released his new book, Emergent Teaching: A 
Path of Creativity, Significance, and Transformation. Course participants came from 
The Netherlands, France, Australia, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, the Dominican Republic, 
United States and Puerto Rico. I was “on fire” with a renewal of spirit to engage in 
our mutual effort to reach the citizens of our respective countries through 
education in order to win back the Earth from the corporate entities and sub-
missive politicians who pollute it and steal its resources from the Earth’s people. 

I first heard about the Earth Charter from Dr. Mary Evelyn Tucker of Yale who 
participated in writing it along with Jane Goodall, Mikhail Gorbachev, Wangari 

file:///C:/Users/Downloads/martha.grail@fuse.net
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Maathai, Steven Rockefeller and many others. In the book The Earth Charter in 
Action: Toward a Sustainable World, Dr. Tucker states, “The Charter recognizes that 
the future of life is impossible without ecological integrity. Life and all economic 
development depend on the health of the biosphere. Thus, the preservation of 
ecosystems and biodiversity are essential along with the careful use of 
nonrenewable resources and the exploration of renewable sources of energy.” 

When I went to Google and downloaded the Charter in its four-page entirety, I was 
so impressed by its holistic approach in uniting its four themes: 

1. Respect and Care for the Community of Life with Understanding, 
Compassion, and Love 

2. Ecological Integrity 
3. Social and Economic Justice 
4. Democracy, Nonviolence, and Peace 

When planning for Sustainable Development, if local, regional, or international 
entities considered all four themes of the Charter in their planning, this balanced 
approach could yield greater results toward a peaceful planet, social justice, and 
economic development that would not endanger the biosphere or life on Earth. As 
a former teacher, principal, staff developer and college adjunct, I thought how 
helpful the Earth Charter could be for educators in developing a curriculum 
adapted to different ages and regions. There is even an Earth Charter Game! 

 

 

Joy Garland, center, with Earth Charter course participants in Costa Rica 

http://www.earthcharterinaction.org/content/pages/Read-the-Charter.html
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The New Earth Charter Center and the UN’s University for Peace 

We were the first group to have use of the new Earth Charter Center for Education 
for Sustainable Development, a beautiful modern building built to the LEED Silver 
standard. It is located at the UN University for Peace within one of the biggest 
natural reserves of the Costa Rican Central Valley outside the capital of San Jose. 
Some of our classes were outdoors where even though it was officially winter, the 
thermometer during the day was usually 75 degrees and cooler by night. Beautiful 
birds, butterflies, and colorful tropical trees and flowers brought out our cameras. 
For a New Yorker, just seeing the constellation of Orion, the planet Jupiter, and 
myriad sparkling stars in a sky at night without light pollution was unforgettable. 

The staff at the Earth Center arranged our housing accommodations at local hotels 
for a reduced rate of about $50 per night which included breakfast. Some 
participants preferred to stay with local families. We would all be picked up by van 
about 8:30AM and brought back to our various accommodations by around 
5:30PM.  We ate lunch with the UPEACE graduate students who came from many 
countries, but all spoke English since that was the official language of instruction. 
For me, it was a chance to practice my Spanish learned in three years of high school 
and two years of college, but mainly forgotten through disuse. 

One of our trips was to a local elementary school that incorporates the Earth 
Charter in its curriculum and in student life. Students learn about growing 
vegetables, taking care of animals, recycling and composting by sharing in those 
tasks. The furniture in the classrooms was made from recycled wood and metal. 
Nights were given over to reading what we received in class and learning about 
and enjoying our classmates and Professor Crowell who stayed in our hotel. On 
Thursday, Mirian Vilela, the executive director of the Earth Charter International 
Secretariat and the Center for Education for Sustainable Development at UPEACE, 
and the Center staff treated us to pizza at a local restaurant. Besides being an 
excellent educator, Mirian, from Brazil, also taught us how to samba, to 
demonstrate a teaching technique involving bodily movement with memory 
enhancement and cultural appreciation. At our last session on Friday, Mirian 
presented us all with our certificates indicating we had successfully completed the 
course. Peter from Australia gave out little koala bear key chains and Mariela from 
Chile gave magnets with wildlife from her country. I presented Mirian with the 
Whole Earth flag and gave copies to everyone of Disney’s “It’s A Small World” song, 
but added three verses of my own to it which you might like to use if you work 
with young children. (Click on It's a Small World.) After a group picture, we were 
assured by staff that we would receive everyone’s email address by the time we 
returned home, so we could keep in touch and perhaps exchange visits. 

http://beyondcentralpark.com/XitsASmallWorld.html
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On Saturday, my one day for touring, Christina from Brazil and I went on a tour of 
the coffee plantations. On Sunday, February 2, Costa Ricans would be electing a 
new president and we saw some of the parades of cars in town. Costa Rica is one of 
the few countries in the world that has no standing army, so instead of paying for 
armaments, more money is available for education and health. With education 
comes better jobs and we were told that most of the coffee plantation workers 
were from neighboring Nicaragua because local people no longer wanted to pick 
the beans that made excellent coffee but demanded much hard labor. In Costa Rica, 
a common expression of people to each other is “Pura Vida” which I wish to all. 

For a look at pictures from my trip, click: Joy's Costa Rica Album,  then click on the 
“Slideshow” button above the first picture. To find out more about the Earth 
Charter and UPEACE click on www.earthcharter.org and 
http://www.earthcharterinaction.org/content/pages/Education. 

Yours for a peaceful and sustainable world. 

 

It’s All About Food Justice 
Sharon Joslyn, Food Justice 

The World Summit of 1996 defined Food Security as existing “when all people at 
all times have access to sufficient, safe, nutritious food to maintain a healthy and 
active life.” This includes both physical and economic access to food which meets 
people’s dietary needs as well as their food preferences. 

The recent passage of the 2014 Farm Bill, which will be in effect through the next 
five years, is an example of the failure of our Congress to uphold this principle.  
President Obama has signed the bill into law which has been touted by some as “an 
investment in rural America.” (The Gilmer Mirror, Texas) 

Margarette Purvis of the New York City Food Bank sees it differently: 
“The Senate and House have passed a bill placing hundreds of thousands of low-
income families deeper into food poverty by the deep cuts in the SNAP program,” 
formerly known as the Food Stamp Program. 

Carol Barton, participating in civil disobedience in Washington D.C. in February  
with United Methodist Women  and the National Day Laborer Organizing Network   
protesting deportations, sees it differently.  “The two million deportations during 
the Obama administration are disrupting families. These immigrants are 
criminalized crossing borders seeking ways to feed their families where 
criminalization should instead be of the brokers of such trade deals as NAFTA and 
CAFTA.” 

https://picasaweb.google.com/112264703949200509077/CostaRicaTripJanuary19252014?authuser=0&authkey=Gv1sRgCJOF1MusrsS0swE&noredirect=1
http://www.earthcharter.org/
http://www.earthcharterinaction.org/content/pages/Education
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La Via Campesina, International Peasant’s Movement, coined the term Food 
Sovereignty in1996, asserting the right of people to define their own food systems. 
Advocates of food sovereignty see those who produce, distribute and consume 
food at the center of decision-making on food systems and policies, rather than the 
corporations and market institutions that dominate the global food system. 

Shirlei da Silva, a Brazilian Grail member, has embarked on a way of confronting  
the obstacles to Food Security and Food Sovereignty as an organizer across six 
Brazilian states in the Solidarity Based Economy Movement…Economía Solidaria, an 
outgrowth of  the World Social Forum in Brazil in 2001.  This movement consists of 
actions to address and transform exploitation under capitalist economics.  It is a 
struggle to build an economy and a culture of solidarity beyond capitalism. 

As we put all our efforts and actions together - CSAs, community gardens, smart 
shopping, engagement in movements such as Food and Water Watch, reading and 
educating ourselves and others, taking public stances protesting injustice and as 
members of Grail Women in the Americas (GWIA) - we in The Grail are hopefully 
coming to the formulation of an effective strategy that can make a difference.  It is 
all about Food Justice. 

 

The Grail, Ecuador and UFER 

A diverse group of women in Ecuador interested in The Grail met February 14—the Day 
of Love and Friendship. Karina Sarmiento, back row on the far right, Director of Asylum 
Access-Ecuador, a refugee assistance organization doing outreach to Colombian women, 
will be going with Monica Maher to the Nepal UFER conference on trafficking. In the 
photo, with birthplace: Back row, L to R: Barbara Webb, Palestine; Michelle Fried, 
Pennsylvania; Graciela Salgado, Ecuador; Beatriz Villareal Tobar, Ecuador; Judith 
Salgado, Ecuador; Karina Sarmiento, Ecuador. Front: Amandine Gal, France; Monica 
Maher, New York 
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Readers’ Corner 
Martha Heidkamp 
For the Grailville Book Group 
 
The Poisonwood Bible 
 by Barbara Kingsolver 
1998 Harper Flaming 
New York. 545 pp. 

Nathan Price, an evangelical missionary, 
takes his wife, Orleanna, and four 
daughters to a remote village in the Belgian 
Congo in 1959. The story is told in turn by 
Orleanna Price and daughters Rachel (age 
15), twins Leah and Adah (14) and Ruth 
Mae (5). Each tells of particular incidents 
from her own, often very different, perspective. 

The daughter whom I found particularly captivating was Adah. She was 
deformed in the womb by her twin, resulting in physical and 
developmental disabilities. She never spoke, but was astute in her 
observations, often in palindromes. She even developed “snmyhymns” 
that could be sung backward or forward: “Evil, all its sin is still alive!” 
(Take a careful look……) 

By 1961, Ruth Mae has died of a snake bite. Orleanna and 
her other daughters flee Kilanga. They each follow a 
different path. Rachel goes first to Johannesburg and a 
series of wealthy husbands. Leah remains in the Congo 
with a freedom fighter whom she marries. Orleanna and 
Adah return to Georgia, where Adah is cured of her 
disabilities and attends medical school. They cross paths a 
few times before their stories end. 

The title, The Poisonwood Bible, comes from Nathan’s preaching. At the end 
of his sermon each Sunday, he proclaims: “Tata Jesus is Bangala!” 
“Bangala” means something precious and dear. But the way he pronounces 
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Photo by Allen Lade 

it, it means the poisonwood tree. “Praise the Lord, Hallelujah, my friends! 
for Jesus will make you itch like nobody’s business.” 

Through the voices of her characters, Kingsolver portrays many distinctive 
people and their lives in the village of Kilanga. She also conveys the 
backdrop of the struggle of the Congo for independence from Belgium. 
When she was seven, Kingsolver experienced the Congo firsthand, living 
there as her father and mother worked in public health. Although this is a 
work of fiction, because it is told in such a realistic setting, she presents a 
bibliography at the end.  

I had tried reading this book before, but couldn’t get through the 
somewhat dreamlike first chapter. This time I’m glad that I had the psychic 
energy to persevere until the story itself became too compelling to put 
down.  

 

“Growing Grailville” Winner 
Jim Evans, a regular Grailville 
garden and farm volunteer and 
financial supporter, was the 
winner of the “Growing Grailville” 
fabric landscape created and 
donated by Becky Hill. 

The “Growing Grailville” drawing 
included 24 eligible donors—
those contributing $500 or more 
to Grailville during 2013.  These 
donors contributed a total of 
$45,000 to Grailville and resulted 
in 47 chances to win the fabric 
landscape in the drawing.  A few 
donors elected not to participate 
in the drawing in order to give 
other donors a better chance of 
winning.  Thank you, again, to all 
those who donated to Grailville, in 
time, talent and treasure in 2013. 


